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Do you use AI in your daily work? 

(Poll) 







Can AI be creative?



But…
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AI: Old and New



OLD AI: EXECUTES RULES NEW AI: LEARNS PATTERNS FROM DATA





Pattern recognition & 

application
• Learning to recognize and apply patterns is the 

heart of intelligence

• That’s what Machine Learning does

• Lots of data + processing power makes it easier 
to recognize (even complex) patterns

• A pattern= a “function” – which associates 
inputs to unique outputs. 

• Pattern recognition in humans = function 
approximation in algorithms



Patterns Predictions Decisions

Decisions can be  standalone 
vs embedded

All decisions 

require prediction

Why being able to make good predictions is such a big deal…



?

Image recognition

Text recognition

Voice recognition

Transaction fraud

Customer segmentation

Game playing AI Project selection

Candidate selection

Employee departure Culture from text

Strategic moves

Pattern Detection → Predicition→Decisions
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I love this company! Great perks, benefits and career progression. 

It is a great bank to start your career in… 

This company sucks. Politics, infighting, and very long hours. 

You cant bank on your colleagues for anything  

Sentiment analysis (a form of supervised ML)

The politics can be  painful. If you can put up with the long hours, 

the benefits are great. 



1. Data (training  test) 2. Algorithm

3. Accuracy metrics:

Regression (MSE)

Classification (confusion matrix)

Components of a prediction machine



3.The process that generates the 

data is sufficiently stable over 

time. In the end all ML uses past 

data to predict the future. 

What makes a prediction problem “ML 
solvable”? Six principles 

1.Situation where the value-

accuracy curve is steep; a little

increase in predictive accuracy

produces a lot of value (e.g.

winner take all situations)

2.You are confident there 

is underlying structure in the 

problem (though you may not 

yet know exactly what that is).



Where can you apply ML in your Organization?

Six principles 

5. The data are representative. There 

is no sampling bias in the data.

4. The social processes that 

generate the pattern are not 

unethical or immoral. 

6.The data are available

(cleaning and compiling is often a 

huge practical problem)



4 C’s of Human Data Governance

Did the individuals whose data you intend to use 

have a say in whether you could do so?

Choice could be established through notice, the right 

to opt-out or in, or explicit consent C
H
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Do you have data secured in a safe environment?

Have you restricted access on a need to know basis? 

Are the data accurate? 

Have you considered the duration for which the data 

will be stored and when they will be deleted?
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Have you ensured that the results are only circulated 

to those specified when establishing choice?

C
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Have you taken steps to anonymize, pseudo-

anonymize or aggregate the data to prevent 

(involuntary) leakage during analysis phase? 

Has the analyst given the necessary undertakings to 

protect the data from leakage and misuse?C
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A
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Hans Moravec’s landscape, in Tegmark (2018)





Dominance or Co-existence?
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Key question

• Human–AI collaboration can occur in a variety of configurations. 

• Each configuration is a different form of “Divisions of Labor”
• Is human trust in AI a function of

• Replacing the Human colleague with an AI

• The configuration of DOL 

• Or a combination of both?
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Parallel without specialization 
“While picking a stock to invest in, Human and 

Algorithm make assessments independently on 

same data, and the stock is picked for investment 

only when both agree".

“While picking a stock for a client, 
first Algorithm may make a recommendation and 

then Human offers a “second opinion”. Stock is 
selected only if both agree”.

“While picking a stock for a client, first Human 

may make a recommendation and then 

Algorithm offers a “second opinion”. Stock is 
selected only if both agree”.

Parallel with specialization 
“While writing a report on a company's stock for a 
client, Human analyzes the qualitative part of the 

information and Algorithm analyses quantitative 

part of the information, the report integrates both 

to make a final recommendation".

Sequential with specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, Algorithm 

does processing of quantitative data, Human 

integrates that with insight from qualitative data 

and produces final report and recommendation"

Sequential with specialization (HA)
“While picking a stock for a client, Human does 

processing of qualitative data, Algorithm 

integrates that with insight from quantitative 

data and produces final report"

Configuration 1

Configuration 2 Configuration 5 Configuration 6



Parallel without specialization 
“While picking a stock to invest in, Human and 

Algorithm make assessments independently on 

same data, and the stock is picked for investment 

only when both agree".

Sequential without specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, first Algorithm 

may make a recommendation and then Human 

offers a “second opinion”. Stock is selected only 
if both agree”.

Sequential without specialization (HA) 
“While picking a stock for a client, first Human 

may make a recommendation and then 

Algorithm offers a “second opinion”. Stock is 
selected only if both agree”.

Parallel with specialization 
“While writing a report on a company's stock for a 
client, Human analyzes the qualitative part of the 

information and Algorithm analyses quantitative 

part of the information, the report integrates both 

to make a final recommendation".

Sequential with specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, Algorithm 

does processing of quantitative data, Human 

integrates that with insight from qualitative data 

and produces final report and recommendation"

Sequential with specialization (HA)
“While picking a stock for a client, Human does 

processing of qualitative data, Algorithm 

integrates that with insight from quantitative 

data and produces final report"

Survey BConfiguration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 3 Configuration 4

Configuration 5 Configuration 6
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Parallel without specialization 
“While picking a stock to invest, you and the team-

mate make assessments independently on same 

data, and the stock is picked for investment only 

when both agree.”

Sequential without specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, first the 

teammate may make a recommendation and 

then you offer a “second opinion”. Stock is 
selected only if both agree.”

Sequential without specialization (HA) 
“While picking a stock for a client, first you may 
make a recommendation and then your team-

mate offers a “second opinion”. Stock is selected 
only if both agree.” 

Parallel with specialization 
“While writing a report on a company's stock for a 

client, You analyzes the qualitative part of the 

information and the team-mate analyses 

quantitative part of the information, the report 

integrates both to make a final recommendation.” 
.

Sequential with specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, team-mate 

does processing of quantitative data and you 

integrate that with insight from qualitative data 

and produces final report and recommendation.” 

Sequential with specialization (HA)
“While picking a stock for a client, you do the 
processing of qualitative data, the team-mate 

integrates that with insight from quantitative 

data and produces final report.”

Survey AConfiguration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 1 Configuration 3 Configuration 4

Configuration 5
Configuration 6



Demographic- Hierarchy & Organization Size 
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Demographics- Region and Gender
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Demographics- Age
Number of Participants: 257 
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Demographics- Primary Job
Highest AI 

Aversion
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Student Making decision Managing People Producing Physical Product Producing intangible

Output

Providing a Service



Q1. Given AI as a colleague which configuration gives 

highest trust and role clarity



A B C

D E F

Parallel without specialization 
“While picking a stock to invest in, Human and 

Algorithm make assessments independently on 

same data, and the stock is picked for investment 

only when both agree".

Sequential without specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, first Algorithm 

may make a recommendation and then Human 

offers a “second opinion”. Stock is selected only 
if both agree”.

Sequential without specialization (HA) 
“While picking a stock for a client, first Human 

may make a recommendation and then 

Algorithm offers a “second opinion”. Stock is 
selected only if both agree”.

Parallel with specialization 
“While writing a report on a company's stock for a 
client, Human analyzes the qualitative part of the 

information and Algorithm analyses quantitative 

part of the information, the report integrates both 

to make a final recommendation".

Sequential with specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, Algorithm 

does processing of quantitative data, Human 

integrates that with insight from qualitative data 

and produces final report and recommendation"

Sequential with specialization (HA)
“While picking a stock for a client, Human does 

processing of qualitative data, Algorithm 

integrates that with insight from quantitative 

data and produces final report"

Survey BConfiguration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 3 Configuration 4

Configuration 5 Configuration 6



Findings

• Respondents indicated that they would be clearest about their 
own role if they worked in parallel with the algorithm 
and specialised in a different task (i.e. Configuration 2). 

• That’s not very surprising: role clarity tends to be directly related 
to how much independence a human employee has at work.

https://knowledge.insead.edu/leadership-organisations/should-employees-be-allowed-to-choose-what-they-want-to-do-18166
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D E F

Parallel without specialization 
“While picking a stock to invest in, Human and 

Algorithm make assessments independently on 

same data, and the stock is picked for investment 

only when both agree".

Sequential without specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, first Algorithm 

may make a recommendation and then Human 

offers a “second opinion”. Stock is selected only 
if both agree”.

Sequential without specialization (HA) 
“While picking a stock for a client, first Human 

may make a recommendation and then 

Algorithm offers a “second opinion”. Stock is 
selected only if both agree”.

Parallel with specialization 
“While writing a report on a company's stock for a 
client, Human analyzes the qualitative part of the 

information and Algorithm analyses quantitative 

part of the information, the report integrates both 

to make a final recommendation".

Sequential with specialization (AH)
“While picking a stock for a client, Algorithm 

does processing of quantitative data, Human 

integrates that with insight from qualitative data 

and produces final report and recommendation"

Sequential with specialization (HA)
“While picking a stock for a client, Human does 

processing of qualitative data, Algorithm 

integrates that with insight from quantitative 

data and produces final report"

Survey BConfiguration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 3 Configuration 4

Configuration 5 Configuration 6



Finding

• Respondents reported trusting the algorithm to almost the 
same degree across all configurations except in Configuration 
3, in which humans and AI work in sequence doing more or less 
the same thing, but with the human making the final decision.

• Unfortunately, this trust-sapping set-up is quite common in real 
life applications. Just putting the human in the role of second 
guessing the AI seems to lower human trust in the AI.



Q2. For any configuration is there a difference between 

colleague being AI vs Human on trust and role clarity

VS



A B C

D E F

Parallel without specialization 
“While picking a stock to invest in, Human and 

Algorithm make assessments independently on 

same data, and the stock is picked for investment 

only when both agree".
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“While picking a stock for a client, first Algorithm 
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“While picking a stock for a client, Algorithm 

does processing of quantitative data, Human 

integrates that with insight from qualitative data 

and produces final report and recommendation"

Sequential with specialization (HA)
“While picking a stock for a client, Human does 

processing of qualitative data, Algorithm 

integrates that with insight from quantitative 

data and produces final report"

Survey BConfiguration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 3 Configuration 4

Configuration 5 Configuration 6
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Findings

• All the configurations showed no difference whether the colleague is 
human or AI, except for Configuration 4. Where humans and AI 
worked in a sequential without specialization.

• In this configuration, there were high levels of trust and role clarity

• In no situation where there is a reduction of trust or role clarity with 
the collaboration with AI vs Human



Difference: AI- Human
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Conclusions

• If you have to work with an AI, 
• Pick configuration 2 to maximize human role clarity and avoid configuration 3 

to minimize human distrust in AI. 

• If your configuration is fixed, don’t worry because then, in all 
configurations trust and role clarity when working with AI >, or = 
Human.
• In configuration 4 the trust and role clarity with AI is higher than with Human. 

• Findings of human distrust in AI may not be accounting for the different 
configurations in which Humans work with humans vs AI.  


